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Terrorism is a Strategy  

n  “Propaganda of the deed” (19th century 
anarchists) 

n  “Politically motivated violence against 
noncombatants.” 

n  Scott Stewart, Stratfor, Feb. 23, 2012 
 



The Violent True Believer 

n  “An individual committed to an ideology or 
belief system which advances homicide-
suicide as a legitimate means to further a 
particular goal.” 

n Meloy, JR.  FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, July, 2011 



Lone terrorist (actor, offender) 

n  Research, planning, preparation, and 
implementation of an act of terrorism without 
any external command or control 

n  May operate in pairs, but usually alone 



The Violent True Believer as 
Lone Wolf? 





Database 
n  Puckett (2001) FBI study of 10 lone terrorists 
n  Sageman (2008) large database of “leaderless 

jihad” cases 
n  Simon (2013) small sample of prominent lone 

wolf cases in North America and Europe 
n  Spaaij (2012) studied 88 lone wolf cases in 15 

countries in North America and Europe 
n  Meloy direct and indirect assessment of lone 

terrorists in US in work with FBI and other 
consultations 



Additional Studies: 

n  Gill, Horgan & Deckert (2013).  J Forensic 
Sciences.  (n=119) 

n  Gruenewald, Chermak & Freilich (2013).  
Criminology & Public Policy. (n=47) 

n  Borum  (2014).  Behavioral Sciences and the 
Law. 

n  Corner & Gill (2014). Law and Human Behavior 
n  Meloy & Yakeley (2014).  Behavioral Sciences 

and the Law. 



n TAP-10 



1. Personal grievance and moral 
outrage 

n  Combining of personal grievance and moral 
outrage concerning historical or 
contemporaneous religious or political events 

n  Moral outrage is vicarious identification, ie, lone 
wolf has not personally experienced the 
suffering of the victimized group: trees, animals, 
aborted fetuses, taxpayers, religious/ethnic 
groups, politically oppressed groups, delusional 
groups  



A Homegrown US Terrorist: 
Timothy McVeigh 

n  1997-98 
n  U.S. v. Timothy James McVeigh 
n  Interview not legally possible due to retention 

by U.S. Attorney General (prosecution) 
n  Evidentiary review 

n  10,000 pages of documents 
n  Public and private records 
n  Interviews of >700 individuals  





Findings on Timothy McVeigh 

n  Superior Intelligence 
n  Abandoned by mother—distrusted women 
n  Preferred to be alone—became more reclusive in 

two years before bombing 
n  Sexualized his interest in weapons 
n  “Ultimate warrior” identification 
n  Humiliated by SFASP rejection, the grievance 
n  Poised, overcontrolled, brooding “intellectual” 
n  Saw self as first hero of the second American 

revolution 
n  Hypervigilant narcissism (Gabbard, 1989) 



Timothy McVeigh 
n  Research, planning, and preparation took about 18 

months following moral outrage at Branch Davidian 
compound 

n  Engaged in robbery to secure money 
n  Original cell was composed of McVeigh, Nichols, 

and Fortier 
n  Surveillance in Oklahoma City by car 
n  Bomb was sodium nitrate fertilizer in shaped charge 

in Ryder truck (4-5,000 pounds) 
n  Exact detonation device unknown; accelerant was 

rocket fuel (methane) from race track 
 



Timothy McVeigh 

n  Nichols help build the bomb 24 hours beforehand 
n  McVeigh was apprehended due to his mistakes, law 

enforcement vigilance (Charlie Hangar), and luck 
n  McVeigh eventually tried, convicted, and executed 

on June 11, 2001—exactly 3 months before 9/11 
n  Nichols tried, convicted, and sentenced to life in 

prison 
n  Fortier released from custody 





2. Framed by an ideology 
n  Intent to act is framed by an ideology or belief 

system: religion, politics, secular commitment, 
one issue, idiosyncratic 

n  Violence is sanctioned by an external moral 
authority: not the valueless violence of the 
psychopath 

n  On closer exam, cherry-picked phrases to justify 
violence toward others 

n  Morality becomes a simplistic choice between 
good and evil 



Sovereign Citizens (US) or Freemen 
(Canada) 

n  Heir to the Patriot Movement in the U.S. and 
posse comitatus—do not believe in federal or state 
government authority,  esp taxes, licenses, etc. 

n  Extreme libertarians: government is unlawfully 
controlling our lives and we have no recourse 
but to: 

n Complain within the law (protesters) 
n Complain through nonviolent unlawful acts (extremists) 
n Complain through the use of violence (terrorists) 
 









3. Failure to affiliate with an 
extremist group 

n  Rejection by an extremist group further isolates 
and hardens the belief system and intent to be 
violent. 

n  Typically due to a lifelong pattern of 
interpersonal difficulties 

n  Will then turn to the internet in search for like-
minded violent true believers 



The Lone Terrorist  
Kathleen Puckitt, CT FBI,   2001 

n  Intensive study of primary source material, 
including clinical interview data, of 10 lone 
terrorists in the U.S. 

n  Tim McVeigh, Joseph Franklin, John Salvi, Eric 
Rudolph, Buford Furrow, Ted Kaczynski, 
Benjamin Smith, Paul Hill, Michael Griffin, 
Terry Nichols 



Major Finding and Operational 
Implication 

n  Major finding: Attempt to affiliate with an 
extremist group led to rejection and further 
hardening of radical position and violent intent 

n  Operational implication: be acutely observant of 
those who attempt to affiliate and are rejected, 
whether by a real or virtual community of 
extremists who have bonded under one cause or 
banner 



Rev. Paul Hill 



Paul Hill 

n  Minister of orthodox Presbyterian Church in 
Florida 

n  Excommunicated by church members for his 
radicalization concerning the anti-abortion 
movement 

n  Killed Paul Britton, MD, 3 years later in 1994 
with shotgun attack at a rally outside clinic 



4. Dependence on the virtual 
community 

n  Anonymity leads to greater self-disclosure: active 
exchange not passive viewing 

n  Most extreme and deviant ideas can find support 
somewhere on the internet 

n  “Propaganda of successful action” (Sageman) 
n  Paranoid pseudo-community (Cameron) 

n  The fantasy of being persecuted 

n  Pronoid pseudo-community 
n  The fantasy of belonging 

 



Paris attacks, January, 2015 



Imam Mohamed Magid, All 
Dulles Area Muslim Society 

n  “The recruiters wouldn’t leave him alone.  They 
were on social media with him at all hours, they 
tweet him at night, first thing in the morning.  If 
I talk to him for an hour, they undo him in two 
hours.” 

n  The New York Times, Feb. 20, 2015, p. A1 



5. Thwarting of occupational 
goals 

n  Disillusioned with the social order 
n  Resentful of narcissistic wounding due to history 

of slights, rejections, failures 
n  “In-betweeners” (Ollson, 2005; Singer, 1995) 
n  Identity confusion vs. identity integration 

(Erikson) 



Richard Reid 





6. Changes in thinking and 
emotion 

n  Willingness to argue diminishes 
n  Becomes more humorless, strident, with 

dogmatic preaching 
n  Beliefs become more rigid, simplistic, and 

absolute 
n  Embraces a “moral authority” 
n  “Don’t think, just believe” 
n  Common to all fundamentalist beliefs, regardless 

of content of the beliefs 



Fantasy  

n  “Narcissistic linking fantasy:” a special and 
idealized relationship with another (Meloy, 1998) 

n  Leader, religious figure, political figure, soldier, 
assassin, warrior, etc. 

n  Usually omnipotent, grandiose and violent 
n  Compensates for chronic real world failures 
n  Identification warning behavior (Meloy et al., 

2012) 





Emotion 

n  Sensitized to rejection, leading to anger or rage 
at blamed object, a defense against shame 

n  Secrecy leads to “clandestine excitement” (R. 
Collins, Univ. Pennsylvania) 

n  For example, weapons accumulation 
n  Moral emotion sequence 

n  Anger > contempt > disgust 











Chapman, Kim, Susskind & 
Anderson, Science, 323:1222-1226 

n  “In Bad Taste: Evidence for the Oral Origins of 
Moral Disgust” 

n  Activation of the levator labii muscle region of 
the face, an oral-nasal rejection response, 
occurred in all three conditions: 
n  Gustatory Distaste 
n  Basic Disgust 
n  Moral Disgust 



7. Failure of sexual pair-bonding 
and sexualization of violence 

n  Erotic component of martyrdom (sexual fantasy) 
n Flight from the mother 
n Renunciation of actual sexuality 
n Moral masochism 
n  Idealization in fantasy 
n Renunciation of actual relations with women as sexual-

affectional intimates 
n Women are distrusted, and therefore need to be 

controlled 
n Women are idealized from a distance 



Anders Breivik 



Eric Rudolph 



Buford Furrow 



Timothy McVeigh 





Ted Kaczynski 





Sexualization of violence 

n  Weapons as phallic objects: penetrating, 
exploding 

n  Killing self and others results in unlimited access 
to young virginal women 

n  Pop culture viewing (photos or videos) on 
various platforms of closely edited images of sex 
and violence 

n  Classical conditioning: violence and sexual 
arousal 

  
 
 









8. Psychopathology and ideology 

n  Some terrorism researchers have asserted that 
terrorists are normal (Post, Sageman) 

n  Others have asserted lone wolves show more 
evidence of psychopathology (Simon, Spaaij, 
Gill) 

n  Nexus: ideology may provide a rationalization 
for symptoms of mental disorder, and 
intellectually buffer and help manage the anxiety 
of a decompensating mind 





Sirhan Sirhan 

n  Defense: paranoid 
schizophrenia and 
dissociative disorder 

n  Prosecution: borderline 
schizophrenia 
(borderline personality 
disorder) with histrionic 
and paranoid features 

n  Retaliation for betrayal 
of his person 
(transference) and of his 
people (Palestinians-
Arabs) by Robert 
Kennedy 

n  Avenging the Six Day 
War in 1967 which Israel 
won 







Ted Kaczynski 

n  Court-ordered 
evaluation: paranoid 
schizophrenia; paranoid 
personality disorder with 
avoidant and antisocial 
features (S. Johnson 
psych report) 

n  Identification with the 
Luddites, and hatred of 
advancing “technological 
society” 





9. Greater creativity and 
innovation 

n  No bureacratic stifling due to need for approval 
by those in charge of terrorist organization 

n  Absence of fear of failure 
n  No need to consider political, military, or social 

blowback from attack (Simon, Sageman) 



Bruce Ivins, Ph.D. 



Bruce Ivins 
n  Anthrax attacks, two waves, in September and 

October, 2011: killed 5 people, injured 17 
n  Most prominent anthrax researcher in USG 
n  Motivated by: 

n  Revenge 
n  Need for personal validation 
n  Career preservation and professional redemption 
n  Loss 
n  Also obsessed with and stalked a sorority house 

n  Expert Behavioral Analysis Panel (2011) 



Lee Malvo and John Mohammad 



Washington, DC, Fall, 2002 



Writing of Lee Malvo  



10. Morally sanctioned predatory 
violence 

n  Emotion (anger) dissolves as mode of violence 
shifts to predation and planning and preparation 
begins 

n  Animal research shows GABA suppresses 
emotion when predatory, and not when affective 

n  Serves tactical success by surprising target 
n  Morally sanctioned by belief system: superego-

driven homicidal aggression 
n  Unlike valueless predation of psychopath 





Eric Hoffer, The True Believer, 
1951 

n  “The vanity of the selfless, even those who 
practice utmost humility, is boundless.” 



TAP-10 

n  Personal Grievance and moral outrage 
n  Framed by an ideology 
n  Failure to affiliate 
n  Dependence on the virtual community 
n  Thwarting of occupational goals 



TAP-10 

n  Changes in thinking and emotion 
n  Failure of sexual pair-bonding and sexualization 

of violence 
n  Psychopathology linked to ideology 
n  Creative and innovative 
n  Morally-sanctioned predatory violence 
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